ORLANDO AOL CHAT ROOM
The following is a word for word retype of a faxed AOL chat room
conversation, which took place in Orlando, Florida, on the afternoon of
Sunday, May 23, 1999.
The AOL chat room participants were discussing a Sunday morning,
Orlando Sentinel article recounting the arrest of Orlando taxi driver,
Egyptian Ihab Ali, arrested in New York City for his involvement in the
bombings of the American Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.
During the ensuing trials held in New York City, another defendant
revealed that Ihab Ali was one of Osama bin Laden's trusted lieutenants
and apparent pilot at one time.
He had been operating out of an
apartment on Semoran Boulevard, just north of the Orlando International
Airport. [see related articles in the Orlando Sentinel dated October 25,
2000 and New York Times articles by Benjamin Weiser].
The AOL Orlando chat room had a subject: "Illegal, illegal, my god what
next". Other AOL members later tried to access this chat room to no avail.
Outside informants who had faxed me a portion of this highly relevant
chat room, quit participating in the chat room after one of the
participants, "the manoman", was apparently taken into custody just after
I had faxed the AOL chat room to the NYC FBI Joint Anti-Terrorism Task
Force [who had arrested Ihab Ali] and to SAIC Alan Hazen at the DOJ OIG
Ft. Lauderdale, whose office had feigned a (non)investigation several
months earlier, in February and March of 1999, into the bribery
conspiracies and had issued letters of exoneration to the corrupt officials.
The AOL chat room refers to the following individuals:
"good ole Billy Mc" refers to former congressman Bill McCollum; "Nancy at
Billy's off" refers to McCollum's staff assistant in Orlando, "Nancy"
Abernathy;
I had many MUSLIMS, when I did not approve their documented
sham marriages for green cards, who would then contact "Nancy" at
Billy's office. "Nancy" would feign an official congressional inquiry
through "Susan" and "Stella", and the cases were then surreptitiously
removed from my office, after hours, and approved.

Immigrations agents "Stella", "Susan", "Tim", "Paul" and "Lou" refers to
Orlando INS employees: Officer in Charge "Stella" Jarina, exams
Supervisor "Susan" Dugas, there is no "Tim" but possibly refers to former
deportation supervisor "Kim" Bouhlia; "Paul" is unknown; and "Lou"
possibly investigator "Luis" Santiago
One of the participants in this chat room, with a code name "The
manoman", is a Moroccan MUSLIM who relates inside intelligence
information on the extensive, on-going bribery conspiracies.
The actual faxed copy of this AOL Orlando chat room, which shows the
AOL identifying account numbers of the participants, can be obtained
from attorney Donald Appignani.
Referring to the Sunday morning Orlando Sentinel article on the
arrest in NYC of Orlando taxi driver Egyptian Ihab Ali:
On 05/23/99 at 4:42 p.m EST AOL chat room participant "Pogphty"
says:
"Now what, the fool has been right here in our country all along. What
bull. They blow us up and come here for protection. Guess good ole Billy
Mc is involved again, he will probably free the innocent taxi driver. Hell
you think if we had problems here in Orlando all those illegal low lifes
would help out. Seem they all come here get okayed and go to NY to get
caught. What are our government employees doing to us???
We need to send all of these Moroccans home to sweat in their own
country. I bet this cabby made at lest $100,000 drives this bastard
around. I heard from a friend who dates a Moroccan here in Orlando that
the guy she dates drove this person and his comrades and that he made
$10,000 every time he drove them to Miami, that is one ways. Is there
something wrong with this picture? We need to start exposing everything
we know and may be we can stop some of this.
A second AOL chat room participant, [believed to the one of the
outside informants who whited out their identifier address], says:
"You bet there is something wrong with this picture. Where in the hell do
they get this kind of money? Drugs I bet.
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You are all right lets expose everyone starting with Bill ole boy, and all
those at immigrations, after all those government employees make big
bucks to stamp approved. I am so dam mad I could fly, all our good
dollars going to waste and who gives a poop. They get their checks to hide
the foreigners who kill us, why not just bring them all here and have our
little hell war here in Florida. The FBI and drug agents are just as much to
blame.
My friend works at trans star with illegals, first of all why do they have a
job here anyway if they are illegal. I cannot comprehend that part,
anyhow, he was waiting in holding and heard two illegals talking about
going to immigrations the next day to get their green cards. The one said
it cost him over ten thousand dollars and the other said he could of set
him up with a guy who only charged three thousand. They said that this
guy gives up to fifteen hundred to immigration people to stamp their green
card. Is this for real or just talk"
At 4:44 pm EST AOL chat room participant, (Moroccan MUSLIM) "The
manoman" responds:
"Lady this is all for real, I am one. It cost me ten thousand dollars to get
my green card. I married a gay gal from disney, she got three thousand.
My contact went to immigrations and paid three thousand dollars for
them to stamp me. Then the lawyer charged two thousand for the divorce
and the contact got the rest and all are happy. I know for a fact that five
immigrations agents, Stella, Susan, Tim, Paul and Lou all make over six
figures a year just off my contact. Nancy at Billy's off makes more from
what I hear. If they do not get a stamp and are trying to do it the right
way, all they have to do is go to Bill's office and good old Nancy will see to
it that they are approved. This is fact girl, I have been there and done this
and so have all my roommates and to date I have twelve other males living
with me and have had in the past ten years forty two roommates. All
illegal who become legal by who we know not because we work for it. I
work at Epcot and tell everyone I meet what I know because I now see
where it is wrong.
I am going back home in June for good. I have enough of the american
way, you know our country would never allow such matters to go on. This
country will allow anything for a big dollar. I have written a book and it
will come on the market soon about all of this.
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If all of you americans had any idea of all the illegal people here and what
they do and why they are here you would move to another country. No
place better to wash money, sell drugs, wash gold and silver and steal gold
and silver find out about up to date US weapons, planes, combat ideas
and other military plans than Orlando and New York. My country has
three homes here in Orlando and six in Miami where all this is
brought into. I have been there and done it. I had a chance to drive
these people, our country helps set things up (emphasis added]. Big
bucks and at home it is worth up to four times the us amounts. To point a
matter to you, these cab business are usually owned and managed by
foreign delegates.
I could say you americans are lazy, but I know that is not all true for most
of you are willing to work, but have big mouths and foreign delegates
cannot take a chance. Guess I now classify as a true american after
eighteen years here. I want to tell the whole world. I tried to get 20/20, 60
minutes, Geraldo, Larry King and many more to Talk to me, they all said
NO. Good Bye and I will tune in to you from home and seen what you
americans have done, it has been great chatting all the evenings and days
away with you all. Keep safe and free."
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
I sent this AOL Orlando chat room to FBI Directors Louis Freeh and
Robert Mueller, Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge, Attorney
General John Ashcroft, the DOJ Criminal Division, DOJ Inspector
General Glen Fine, President Bush, Special Counsel Elaine Kaplan
and to a large quantity of Congressmen, the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence and to staff at the House Immigration and Claims
subcommittee -- without response, without any known or observable
action.
Just two and a half years later OUR sovereign nation is attacked, on
our soil, by MUSLIMS.
Many of the 9/11 terrorists had operated out of the Orlando/Central
Florida area at one time. There is an Al Qaeda cell in Orlando.
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